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ABSTRACT 
This study empirically tests whether or not different 
communication styles affect sales effectiveness using the 
Open and Dominant styles from Norton's (1978) dimensions. 
It was hypothesized that the more Open a salesperson is, 
the more effective the individual will be in selling the 
product. It was also hypothesized that the more Dominant the 
salesperson is the more effectives/he will be. 
Four groups of students saw videotapes of a sales 
interaction. Each tape depicted one of the four communicator 
style types (combinations of high and low levels of Dominance 
and Openness). The tapes were first pretested on small 
groups of subjects to ensure the adequacy of the 
manipulation. The experiment involved 80 subjects viewing the 
tape after which they completed a 42-item questionnaire. Six 
composite scores were identified from groups of questions 
that were a priori related. Separate two-way ANOVAs for each 
measure were run with Openness and Dominance as independent 
variables for the measures of openness and dominance and the 
six composite measures. Four of these composites showed 
significance; perceptions of the product being sold, the 
interaction between the salesperson and customer in the tape, 
probability of purchase of the product in the tape and 
perceptions of the salesperson being depicted in the tape. 
For the open construct, subjects in the high Dominant 
group saw the salesperson as more open than those in the low 
ii 
Dominant group. For the dominant measure, subjects in the 
high Open condition viewed the salesperson as significantly 
more dominant than those in the low Open condition. 
Likewise, subjects in the high Dominant condition viewed the 
salesperson as more dominant than those in the low Dominant 
condition. Respondents, in general, rated the high 
Dominant/low Open and low Dominant/high Open conditions more 
favorable than the high Dominant/high Open or low 
Dominant/low Open. 
Since communication style in a marketing context remains 
a new field of investigation, there are several directions in 
which future research can move. 
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The Effects of Open and Dominant Communication Styles on 
Perceptions of the Sales Interaction 
Norton (1978) has established a foundation for a 
"communicator style" construct. He defines communicator 
style as the way in which a person verbally and paraverbally 
interacts to signal how literal meaning should be taken, 
interpreted, filtered or understood. He operationally 
defines the communicator style domain in terms of ten 
independent variables and one dependent variable. The 
independent variables or subconstructs are: (1) impression-
leaving, (2) contentious, (3) open, (4) dramatic, (5) 
dominant, (6) precise, (7) relaxed, (8) friendly, (9) 
attentive, and (10) animated. The dependent variable, also a 
subconstruct, is communicator image and is included in the 
domain as a .n overall assessment of communicator ability. 
Communicator style is assumed to be different from 
personality in that it can be deliberately manipulated by the 
communicator (Norton and Nussbaum 1980). 
Two primary lines of research have produced substantial 
empirical evidence for the reliability and validity of the 
communicator style construct (Bednar, 1982). One has focused 
upon the detailed analysis of each of the eleven components 
which comprise the style domain. To date, four of these have 
been explicated in some detail: the dramatic (Norton, 
Clarke, Sypher, and Brady, 1977; Norton, Baker, Bednar, 
Salyer, and McGough, 1978), the open (Norton and Montgomery, 
1979), the relaxed (Emery, Norton and Plain, 1980), and the 
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attentive (Norton and Pettegrew, 1977). The second line of 
research has focused upon relationships between communicator 
style and various perceptual processes and interpersonal 
consequences. Some topics that have been addressed include: 
teacher effectiveness (Norton, 1977; Norton and Nussbaum, 
1980), dyadic perception of communicator style (Norton and 
Miller, 1975), the personnel selection interview (Norton and 
Bednar, 1979; Norton and Robinson, 1980), communicator style 
as an effective determinant of attraction (Norton and 
Pettegrew, 1977), sex differences in self-reported 
communicator style (Montgomery and Norton,1979, Staley & 
Cohen, 1988), the impact of communicator style in therapeutic 
relationships (Pettegrew, 1977), and relationships between 
communicator style and managerial performance (Bednar, 1982). 
All of these studies are characterized by the use of Norton's 
construct as a guiding framework. 
In the selling process, exchange is typically initiated, 
maintained and terminated on a person-to-person basis. The 
salesperson's most basic activity during this exchange is 
communication. In the competitive marketplace, effective 
communication is of paramount importance. It is no 
exaggeration to say that the salesperson is the most 
important communicator in the entire organization. All other 
efforts are of no avail if the salesperson is unable to 
communicate in a manner that induces purchase. For the firm 
to achieve full promotional impact in the marketplace, the 
salesperson must be an effective communicator. Insight into 
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the communication process is therefore of vital importance. 
In spite of this, communication has received little attention 
in personal selling research (Capon, Holbrook, and Hulbert, 
1977) • 
Most of the early empirical work related to personal 
selling examined the personal characteristics of the 
salesperson. Several later studies have examined 
communication content followed by communication code, rules 
and to some extent style. In marketing, those studies that 
have considered communication style have done so indirectly. 
Pace (1961) examined the relationship between oral 
communication and sales effectiveness. An objective observer 
rated two groups of salespeople who had been differentiated 
into an effective "high" group and a less effective "low" 
group. These groups were compared in terms of selected 
aspects of their sales behavior. The results show that the 
more effective salespeople were rated higher than the less 
effective ones in terms of overall impression of 
communication skill. This suggests that oral communication 
skill is likely to be a reliable criterion for 
differentiating superior from inferior salespeople. Also, 
sales methods such as using "emotional appeals" and 
"dramatizing" distinguished between the more effective and 
the less effective salespeople. 
Sheth (1976) suggests a paradigm where customers and 
salespeople can be characterized according to their 
communication styles as task-oriented, interaction-oriented 
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or self-oriented. Sheth's conceptualization of the 
customer/salesperson communication style is based on a 
framework of leadership style suggested by Bass (1960, 1967). 
Accordingly, this model presumes communication style to be 
three dimensional, consisting of a task orientation, a self 
orientation, and an interaction orientation. The task-
oriented style is highly goal oriented and purposeful. The 
salesperson using this style is concerned with efficiency and 
minimizing time, cost and effort. The self-oriented 
salesperson is preoccupied with him or herself in an 
interaction, and more concerned about his own welfare and 
less empathetic toward the other person. 
Williams and Spiro (1985) conducted an exploratory study 
which first developed scales to measure the communication 
style variable in personal selling and then tested whether 
the styles affected sales outcome. Williams and Spiro draw 
on Sheth's (1976) model of the buyer/seller interaction; the 
scale items developed were more specific to the sales 
interaction context than those from the general Bass 
inventory. Importantly, like the questionnaire items used in 
the present study, Williams & Spiro's items measured each 
person's perception of the other's style. Most studies of 
salesperson and/or customer behavior have used self-report 
measures. 
The results of the Williams & Spiro (1985) study show 
that communication styles as measured by task, self and 
interaction orientation scores were significant in terms of 
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explaining sales variance. This finding supports the notion 
that communication style be considered as one of the 
dimensions affecting sales outcome. Second, this study 
highlights the overriding importance of the customer's 
orientation. This suggests that the salesperson who 
recognizes different customer styles and adapts his or her 
communication style accordingly, is more likely to be 
successful. 
The present study utilizes Norton's communication style 
dimensions in terms of perceived communicator style and sales 
effectiveness. These dimensions somewhat parallel those used 
by Sheth (1976); the specific dimensions employed were 
Dominance and Openness. Respondents were independent 
observers of a sales interaction. A number of studies ( e.g. 
Pace (1961)) of communicator style have taken this approach 
(i.e. utilizing independent observers in order to examine 
perceptions). 
Bednar (1982) looked at the degree to which perceived 
communicator style characteristics of organizational managers 
and supervisors systematically covary with their performance. 
Independent evaluations of communicator style and performance 
were obtained for 105 managers from two different 
organizations. "Outstanding" and "definitely above average" 
managers in terms of performance, were perceived by 
superiors, subordinates and peers as qualitatively different 
in certain aspects of their communicator style. 
Graetz (1974) also used independent observers in a study 
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of relationships between aspects of verbal behavior of 
supermarket store managers and their managerial 
effectiveness. Since communicator style is something that is 
assumed to be deliberately manipulated by the communicator; 
it is postulated that, in a sales situation, a salesperson 
can manipulate his/her style to provide for maximum sales 
effectiveness. The Dominance and Openness dimensions are 
believed to be applicable to a sales situation and were 
closest to those described by Williams and Spiro (1985). In 
addition, Bushard (1959) observed that enlisted men in small 
military units (eight to ten man squads) after brief 
exposures and limited interactions could be differentiated by 
communication patterns. The most dominant persons were quite 
talkative, outgoing, and aggressive. These individuals 
possessed the greatest social skill and as a result 
maintained prominent positions. 
Hayes and Meltzer (1972) found that persons who talk a 
great deal or very little are rated unf~vorably and they are 
described as having predominantly unpleasant attributes. 
They contend that the most favorable evaluations are given to 
persons who contribute somewhat more than their share to the 
conversation and that there probably is an optimal level of 
talkativeness in which the person is perceived by the others 
in the most favorable light. Talkativeness seems to be 
analogous to Norton's Openness dimension. 
The dominant salesperson responds longer and louder with 
less compliance and more requests for the other (customer) to 
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change his or her behavior. S/he appears to be more 
competitive, confident, enthusiastic, forceful (Norton 1978). 
This seems very closely aligned with the task-oriented 
salesperson as described by Williams and Spiro (1985). In 
addition, Bass (1960) describes the task-oriented leader as 
one who is goal-oriented, who overcomes barriers and who 
persists. 
The open communicator is characterized by styles that 
are conversational, gregarious, unsecretive and frank. The 
communicator reveals personal information about him or 
herself. The self-oriented salesperson is also preoccupied 
with self during an interaction. 
Accordingly, our research empirically tests whether or 
not different communication styles affect sales 
effectiveness. The present study attempts to examine this 
using the Open and Dominant styles from Norton's dimensions. 
Four combinations of communicator style were generated by 
combining the Dominant and Open subconstructs. The four 
unique combinations of style variables used to operationally 
define the types of communicator style were: high 
Dominant/high Open, high Dominant/low Open, low Dominant/high 
Open, and low Dominant/low Open. It was hypothesized that the 
more open a salesperson is, the more effective the individual 
will be in selling the product and the more positively s/he 
will be perceived by others. It was also hypothesized that 
the more dominant the salesperson, the more effectives/he 
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will be. These variables may also interact but no specific 
effects are predicted. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects consisted of undergraduate Business 
Administration students enrolled at Bryant College. Eighty 
subjects participated in the study. A demographic analysis 
revealed that 41.3% of the respondents were male and 58.7% 
were female. Students ranged in age from 17 to 21 years with 
73% of subjects being 18 years of age. Freshman accounted 
for 92.1% of the sample. 
Apparatus 
Four videotapes were produced. Openness was manipulated 
by varying the degree to which the salesperson talked about 
himself. Dominance was manipulated by varying the degree of 
persuasiveness and monopolizing of the conversation. 
Communication content did not differ among the conditions 
(See Appendix A for scripts of the tape). Each of the tapes 
depicts one of the four communicator style types. The 
hypothetical product being sold in all tapes was a 
programmable stereo system where one can punch in a 5-digit 
code corresponding to a desired song. The tape simulated a 
trade show in which a booth was manned by the salesperson. 
The scenario involved the customer approaching the booth to 
view the product after which the sales interaction began and 
was varied depending upon the condition. The customer in the 
tape remained neutral and did not vary his style among 
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conditions. It was the salesperson whose style was 
manipulated. Both actors were male and approximately twenty 
years of age. The salesperson was above average in height 
and the customer below average. Each tape was approximately 
four minutes in length. 
Each of the four videotapes were pretested by showing 
them to small groups of subjects (n=l0). Respondents were 
then asked to complete a communicator style measure which 
included measures of openness and dominance. These measures 
were seven-point scales of agreement with the value of 7 
indicating strong agreement of possessing the trait. This was 
done in order to ensure that.the communicator style being 
depicted on the tape was actually being perceived by the 
subjects. 
A two-way analysis of variance (low-high Openness x low-
high Dominance) was performed for each of these two measures. 
For the measure of openness, a significant main effect 
between the low Openness (M=2.31) and the high Openness 
(M=4.60) groups, E(l,36) =18.56, p<.05, was found. For the 
measure of dominance, a significant main effect was found 
between the low Dominance (M=2.90) and the high Dominance 
(M=6.42) groups, E(l,36) =71.63, p<.05. The openness groups 
also were significantly different (low =3.84, high=5.35) on 
the dominance measure, E(l,36) = 11.46, p<.05. 
These results indicate that the tapes were perceived as 
intended. Subjects perceived the salesperson in terms of 
Openness and Dominance as manipulated. 
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Procedure 
Subjects were randomly assigned to conditions. In 
addition, within each condition, time of day and day of week 
were randomized. Groups of five and six subjects were run at 
a time. 
Subjects were first asked to complete a self-report of 
Norton's communicator style measure after which they were 
shown a videotape of the sales presentation {See Appendix B 
for instructions and response questionnaire). 
After viewing the tape, subjects were asked to complete 
a questionnaire consisting of a series of Likert-type items. 
The questionnaire consisted of 42 items containing· 
communicator style measures, items measuring attraction to 
the communicator, perceptions of the product being sold in 
the tape as well as customer's and respondents' judgments of 
the probability of purchasing from the communicator. Several 
of the questions were examining the same concept and we 
identified groups of questions that were a priori related. 
As a result, a composite score was calculated from these 
questions by combining the individual question responses and 
finding a mean value. Six composite scores we~e identified: 
(1) general attitude toward salespeople {GSAT), {2) 
perceptions of the product being sold in the tape {PROD), (3) 
interaction between the salesperson and customer in the tape 
(INTER), (4) general buying behavior of the respondent 
{BUYB), (5) probability of purchase of the product in the 
tape (BUYPRO), and (6) perceptions of the salesperson being 
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depicted in the tape (PERSON). See Table 1 for the individual 
items and the mean responses. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Results 
Separate two-way ANOVAS for each measure were run with 
Openness and Dominance as independent variables for the 
measures of openness, dominance, and the six composite 
measures. All measures ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 
7 (strongly agree). 
The analyses for the measures of general attitude toward 
salespeople attitude (GSAT) and observer buying behavior 
(BUYB) did not yield any significant effects. Both of these 
measure an overall attitude and general behavioral intentions 
totally unrelated to the specific situation depicted on the 
tape. 
For the open construct, there were significant main 
effects for the Dominant condition. Subjects in the high 
Dominant group saw the salesperson as more open (M =4.74) 
than those in the low Dominant group (M=4.02) E(l,75) = 
5.105, p<.05. The proportion of variation explained by the 
manipulation of Dominance as measured by omega squared (w2 ) 
for the open variable was equal to .049. 
For the dominant measure, both main effects as well as 
the interaction were significant. Subjects in the high Open 
condition viewed the salesperson as significantly more 
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dominant (M=5.56) than those in the low Open condition 
(M=4.16) E(l,75) = 12.972, p<.01, w2 = .1011. Likewise, 
subjects in the high Dominant condition viewed the 
salesperson as more dominant (M=5.77) than those in the low 
Dominant condition (M=4.02) E(l,75) = 19.861, p<.001, w2 = 
.1593. In terms of the interaction, respondents in the low 
Dominant condition rated the salesperson as more dominant in 
the high Open than in the low Open condition; whereas in the 
high Dominant condition, subjects' distinctions between low 
Open and high Open were not as clear. E(l,75) = 9.893, p<.01, 
w2 = .0751. See Table 2 for the individual cell means. 
Insert Table 2 about here 
The PROD factor referred to the respondents' perceptions 
of the product being sold in the tape. There was a 
significant main effect for Dominance. Subjects rated the 
product in the tape significantly higher in the high Dominant 
condition (M = 4.82) than in the low Dominant condition (M = 
4.24) E(l,74) = 6.705, p<.05, w2 = .0644. There was also a 
significant interaction between Openness and Dominance. In 
the low Dominant condition, subjects who saw the high Open 
tape rated the product more favorably than did subjects who 
saw the low Open tape. The opposite was the case for the 
high Dominant condition however. Here, subjects in the low 
Open condition rated the product higher than subjects in the 
high Open condition F(l,74) = 6.036, p<.05, w2 = .0568. See 
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Table 3 for the individual cells for the interaction. 
Insert Table 3 about here 
The INTER variable which represented the interaction 
between the customer and the salesperson, produced a 
significant main effect for Openness where subjects in the 
low Open condition rated the salesperson/customer interaction 
higher (M = 4.41) than those in the high Open condition (M = 
3.56) ~(1,74) = 19.781, p<.001, w2 = .1927 
The BUYPRO factor referred to respondents' probability 
of hypothetically buying the product being sold in the tape. 
Both main effects showed significance. In the Open 
conditions, the low Open communicator produced more favorable 
responses (M = 3.79) than did the high Open communicator (M = 
2.86) ~(1,74) = 9.766, p<.01. However, in the Dominant 
condition, high Dominance elicited more favorable responses 
in terms of probability of buying the product (M = 3.62) than 
did the low Dominance (M = 3.00) ~(1,74) = 4.388, p<.05, w2 
= .066. 
Finally, the PERSON variable, referring to the specific 
salesperson in the tape, showed a significant main effect for 
dominance only. Again, the high dominant salesperson was 
rated more favorably (M = 4.17) than was the low dominant 
salesperson (M = 3.72) E(l,75) = 6.765, p<.05. 
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Discussion 
It is interesting to note that there were no 
significant differences among conditions for the GSAT, 
general attitude toward salespeople and the BUYB, observer 
buying behavior composite measures. These findings were 
consistent with expectations of no differences among the 
sample groups. One would not expect to see significant 
differences among conditions since these two measures are 
examining factors that were extraneous to the manipulations. 
The four composite measures which showed significant 
effects were PROD, INTER, BUYPRO and PERSON. All four of 
these factors examine specific aspects or perceptions of what 
was taking place on the tape. 
For the PROD variable, it seems that subjects see a 
product in a more positive way when a salesperson displays a 
certain degree of dominance. Perhaps the dominant 
salesperson, in his or her appeal to customers, is more 
persuasive and convincing about the positive attributes of 
the product. 
The interaction between the customer and salesperson in 
the tape, the INTER variable, was seen in a·more positive way 
when the salesperson displayed less Openness. A salesperson 
who is very open may not allow much opportunity for a two-way 
interaction to occur, i.e. the conversation may be one-sided. 
In addition, since the open salesperson talks about 
him/herself, and not much about the product or its 
attributes, the interaction may appear to be an inequitable 
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one. Usually, in a sales interaction, the customer's goal 
is to seek information about the product. This is especially 
true for an innovative product. High openness on the part of 
the salesperson may preclude the customer from obtaining the 
informations/he wants. 
For the BUYPRO variable which referred to the likelihood 
or probability of the respondent buying the product that was 
being sold in the tape, main effects for both Dominance and 
Openness were found to be significant. The more Open the 
salesperson was, the less likely respondents were to indicate 
that they would buy the product. Conversely, for Dominance, 
subjects in the High Dominant condition indicated that they 
would be more likely to buy the product than did subjects in 
the low Dominant condition. These results parallel those for 
the other composite measures. Again, when a salesperson 
demonstrates high Openness, his/her side of the conversation 
focuses on him or herself and therefore, the observer or 
customer may feel thats/he doesn't have enough information 
about the product to make a buying decision. The high 
Dominant salesperson, in monopolizing the conversation, may 
have disseminated enough information about the product for 
the observer/customer to make a buying decision. This is 
indicated by the greater likelihood of buying the product by 
those in the high Dominant condition. 
This notion that it is the Dominance characteristic that 
is enhancing the probability of purchase is further supported 
by the results of the ANOVA for the PERSON composite where 
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main effects were significant for Dominance: The high 
Dominant salesperson was rated more positively than the low 
Dominant salesperson. 
Respondents, in general, rated the high Dominant/low 
Open and low Dominant/high Open conditions higher than the 
high Dominant/high Open or low Dominant/low Open conditions. 
A certain amount of dominance on the part of a salesperson 
seems to be desired as indicated by observers of a sales 
interaction. However, it seems that if this is the case, 
customers do not like a salesperson who is also very Open as 
manipulated on the tape. It appears that respondents were 
mistaking Dominance for Openness. Openness may have been 
confused with dominance since openness involves much talking 
about oneself. Thus, customers may perceive the high 
Dominant/high Open salesperson as overly dominant therefore 
accounting for the lower ratings on many questions for this 
condition. This finding is also consistent with the findings 
of the Hayes and Meltzer (1972) study described earlier. 
Apparently, consumers prefer to do business with and 
generally perceive in a more positive way, salespeople who 
(1) do not talk much about themselves and who are not 
conversational, gregarious or frank. and (2) are somewhat 
confident, enthusiastic and forceful. 
Perhaps with limited free time available to them, 
shoppers prefer not to waste time listening to conversation 
which is unrelated to the task at hand. This notion may be 
further influenced by the fact that the product being sold in 
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the tape was an innovative one requiring much information 
dissemination. The customer, therefore, may not be tolerant 
of conversation which is not directly related to the product. 
Furthermore, it seems that not only are people's perceptions 
of salespeople affected by the communicator style of the 
salesperson, but so are people's perceptions of the product 
being sold. 
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients were 
calculated to assess the relationships among the composite 
measures (see table 4). The four correlations which were 
Insert Table 4 about here 
significant were PROD x BUYPRO (r=.43), INTER x BUYPRO 
{r=.44), INTER x PERSON {r=.48) and PERSON x BUYPRO {r=.40). 
Again, this shows that the factors that are relating are only 
those which are specific to the interaction on the tape. In 
thinking about the PERSON x INTER correlation it may be 
difficult to separate out perceptions about one person in the 
tape (i.e. salesperson) from perceptions about the 
interaction that is taking place between the customer and 
salesperson. The BUYPRO x INTER correlation also makes 
intuitive sense. It seems logical that the observer would or 
would not be willing to buy the product being sold in the 
tape based upon his/her perceptions of the interaction in a 
positive or negative way. The interaction is viewed more 
negatively when there is a greater degree of Openness on the 
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part of the salesperson. Perhaps a talkative salesperson 
precludes a customer from becoming involved in the 
interaction. It seems that a better approach might be for a 
salesperson to invite conversation from the customer and to 
get the customer involved. An individual who is a "take 
charge" type person and who involves the customer in the 
sales interaction as much as possible without being overly 
talkative, may possess the ideal communicator style for 
maximum sales effectiveness. It is important to note again 
that this particular study utilized observers and before any 
definitive conclusions can be drawn, one may want to obtain 
the same type of · information from those who are part of the 
sales interaction (e.g. actual customers). Nevertheless, the 
findings of this study may have important implications for 
sales managers in terms of designing sales training programs. 
Future research 
Since communication style in a marketing context remains 
a new field of investigation, there are several directions in 
which future research can move. 
Norton style dimensions other than Dominance and 
Openness should be examined to determine their role in the 
sales situation. For example, the Dramatic and Animated style 
dimensions seem appropriate to a sales situation in terms of 
possibly affecting sales outcome: Dramatizing influences 
popularity, status, self-esteem and attraction (Norton 1978). 
These are all qualities that appear to be directly related to 
sales effectiveness. The Animated communicator provides 
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frequent and sustained eye contact, and uses many facial 
expressions and gestures often (Norton 1978). It would be 
interesting to examine how these qualities are perceived by 
an observer of a sales interaction. In addition, the Friendly 
communicator confirms, strokes and positively recognizes the 
other. Norton (1978) states that this style dimension is a 
solid predictor of attraction, leadership, socialability and 
social status. 
The product in the present study was an innovative one. 
When shopping for a product that they've had no experience 
with, such as the one being sold in the tapes, customers seek 
out as much information as possible. Therefore, respondents 
tended to see the Dominant salesperson who, in monopolizing 
the conversation also provided information about the product, 
in a positive way. Perhaps if the product were an imitative 
one or an adaptive replacement where minimal product 
information is needed, the customer would be tolerant of 
general conversation. 
Finally, a field study that utilizes the Norton style 
measure would aid in increasing the external validity of this 
study, as would utilizing as subjects those actually involved 
in the sales interaction, i.e. customers. 
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Table 1 
Composite Measures and Questionnaire Items 
Composite measures 
M, 
GSAT 
4.440, .872 
PROD 
4.535, 1.054 
INTER 
3.958, .939 
Questionnaire item 
M, 
- Sales people are basically 
deceptive.* 
4.65, 1.433 
- Salespeople are usually helpful. 
5.49, .860 
- I like a salesperson who tells me a 
lot about a product. 
4.33, 1.838 
I like a salesperson who engages in 
general conversation. 
4.28, 1.783 
- I like when a salesperson takes a 
personal interest in me. 
5.12, 1.453 
- I prefer not to have a salesperson 
help me in evaluating a product.* 
3.92, 1.711 
- This product at this price is a 
bargain. 
4.28, 1.577 
- This product represents a true 
innovation for the music industry. 
5. 06, 1. 651 
- Many people will want to buy this 
product. 
4.65, 1.494 
- This product is especially 
appropriate for college students. 
4.15, 1.610 
- This salesperson tended to 
monopolize the conversation.* 
4. 95, 1. 999 
- The salesperson was animated. 
4.86, 1.700 
- The interaction between the 
salesperson and the customer in the 
tape was very friendly. 
3.95, 1.724 
- The interaction between the 
salesperson and the customer was 
very strained.* 
4.29, 1.868 
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Table 1 (continued) 
BUYB 
3.785, 1.015 
BUYPRO 
3.30, 1.428 
PERSON 
3.943, .801 
- The interaction between the 
salesperson and the customer in the 
tape was very relaxed. 
3.32, 1.743 
- The salesperson in the tape was 
direct in answering the customer's 
questions. 
4.32, 1.684 
- The customer in the tape was 
interested in what the salesperson 
had to say. 
4.75, 1.498 
- I always shop for the lowest price 
product available. 
3.39, 1.628 
- When purchasing high ticket items, I 
usually value a salesperson's 
opinion. 
4.177, 1.639 
- The likelihood that the customer in 
the tape bought 
the product is: 
4. 04, 1. 864 
Once this product is introduced in 
stores I will probably purchase one. 
3.392, 1.815 
- The likelihood that I would have 
bought this product from this 
salesperson is: 
2.47, 
- This salesperson 
4.03, 
1.647 
was honest. 
1.544 
- This salesperson 
communicator. 
was an effective 
3.44, 1.730 
- This salesperson was nervous.* 
3.18, 1.831 
- The salesperson is usually the type 
that I like to do business with. 
l 2.41, 1.613 
- The salesperson was relaxed. 
4.15, 1.902 
- This salesperson was competent. 
4.41, 1.565 
- The salesperson was dramatic. 
4.04, 1.843 
- The salesperson was intelligent. 
4.04, 1.265 
- The salesperson in the tape left me 
with a positive impression. 
2. 77, 1. 569 
- The salesperson was precise. 
4.20, 1.418 
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Table 1 (continued) 
- The salesperson 
4.32, 
- The salesperson 
4.38, 
- The salesperson 
4.20, 
- The salesperson 
approachable. 
4.15, 
- The salesperson 
dominant. 
was friendly. 
1.614 
was open. 
1.444 
was contentious.* 
.897 
in the tape was 
1.747 
in the tape was 
4.89, 2.154 
- The salesperson in the tape was 
impression-leaving. 
4.46, 1.738 
- The salesperson in the tape was 
attentive. 
4.11, 1.585 
Note. Scales ranged from (7) strongly agree to (1) strongly 
disagree. 
* Scores on these items were reversed because of negative 
wording. 
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Table 2 
Open 
low 
high 
Cell Means for the Measure of Dominance in the 
Dominant x Openness Interaction 
Dominant 
low 
2.63 
5.29 
23 
high 
5.68 
5.85 
Table 3 
Cell Means for the Composite of PROD in the Dominant x 
Openness Interaction 
Dominant 
Open low high 
low 4.07 5.22 
high 4.39 4.45 
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Table 4 
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients for Composite 
Measures 
Composite 
GSAT 
PROD 
INTER 
BUYB 
BUYPRO 
PROD 
.1193 
**]2<.001. 
INTER BUYB 
-.0337 .1903 
-.0068 -.1127 
-.0076 
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BUYPRO PERSON 
-.0965 -.0643 
.4315** -.0325 
.4444** .4788** 
-.1850 -.0732 
.4024** 
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Appendix A 
Scripts 
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Hi~h Dominant - High Open Communicator style 
(type 1) 
Tendency to come on strong. ·raking charge of thing. Speaks 
very frequently. Self disclosing. Expresses feelings and 
emotions. Other people 5enerally knm·-1 the emotional state. 
2 :\L"28P3RSCN 
cu~ro~s~ 
HI'.}H DC~:iINAN~ HI~H OPEN 
S : (observing customer looking at stereo unit) Good morning, is 
this the first time that you're seeing one of these units? 
C: yes, I've •• ~ 
S: Jell you've come to the right place, we're the pioneers in 
the area. Did you know that we began carrying these before they 
were even advertised to the ~eneral public? 
C: No, I didn't realize that 
S: Furthermore, I'm the person that everyone can thak for it -
I just love to listen to good music and so I'm constantly reading 
· upon bew innovations in the industry. As a matter of fact my 
wife (husband) ~ometi:-.1.e::-: ,3:E:ts upset with rne because I subscribe 
to so :Tiany trade m8.<T,azines - I spend nearly all ni~ht reading 
them. 'Hell if this is the first ti:rne you .'re hearing about the 
---------
, let ·1e tell you :;.11 you ·want to know. 
C: '.0!hy is everyone •:-1a1dn: such a bi~ deal abol).·':: them? ·,mat is 
supposed t'.J be so t~e ,1en r_•_ous? 
·:) : .i:verythin is tre!:'1er. d ou:~ about the . :ii..e unit is 
------
~vailable in both a home ~nd ~ortable model. :here are various 
0nodules av'3.ila.ble in different music varieties. :::oc.ules are 
8.Vailable for har i~ r -ock, soft rock, jazz, classic-8.1 and country 
'3.nd western. ·.}hat ty;e of :nusic do you prefer +.o listen to? 
C':Usually .jaiz. 
:s : (rather ex ci ·cec:n You :13.ve excellent taste! · .73.6,s is :ny favorite 
also. A a ~atter of fact that's practically all I listen to. I 
was in a jazz band for several years - we won many awards. I still 
dream about playing \·Ii th the .'5rou:p but I had t:J leave when they 
began traveling. I was still in school then ·and, although it was 
11 
to finishing school. .':.,.nyway, once the ~odule is hoo }(ed in, you 
si~ply ~rogram in the son;s that you want by punching in a 6-digit 
code. The unit has a capacity to store up _to 500 songs at one time. 
nere, put these earphones on (Shands Ca set or earphones,) 
I guess you know that this is the best way to evaluate the unit -
listen for yourself. I'm going to punch in my favorite song. Listen 
to the clarity of the instruments, especially the sax, that's 'Nha t 
I used to play. 
( after · a few :ninutes C ta::1:es the earphones off) 
S: How do you like 
C': It's good ( a s 0 ;1-s·,,.-ha t ne:2,a ti ve ir:flcc t i er . i:r vi:.· j c ~) 
to the update servic:e :_;hie consists of a 70nthl:,_r listing of new 
aon~ relGases for your '::oc.u le alon~ ,•ii th their code numbers. Last 
wee1c when ·r receive d ,y newsletter . I was up un-+:il 3: 00 am. just 
punching in co des ant listening to new releases. 
C : How much d.oes the unit cost? 
S: Are you re a1y for this? Just )19q.95 ant we ~re offerin ~ an 
introductory s pecial • For this price you will :.~ecei ve one free 
module plus s ix month2 subs cription to the newE!etter. I could 
take your order totay. 
C: ' 1·;ant a little ti: 12 °t·J thin~ it over •. 
qu es t ions I can ans wer f~r you? 
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C : r:o, but . ·.vill you be here to morrT ;'/. 
S: '.)nly during the day, I've got tie~rnt~ to a jaz: ... concerl, 3.t ni~ht. 
Af.rie.:rui wha I hb.ven' t seen for four yea -rs- --is- c-0ming- in from ou.t 
of · town, I've ha-d--the-s~ticlf.e-ts for two months, I ••• 
C: I'll make a decision by tomorrow. 
3 : Do ~ou have a char~e account with us? 
3 : H~re is an apJlication form. I~ vou'll complete it now, I can 
have it a~,rove d b~ to ~orrow. All you need to do is to call and 
I'll have y 0ur unit ~elivered. 
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High :Uominant - Low Ope~ Com..municator Style 
(type 2) 
'!'ijnrlenc~- to come on ~trcm .:;. Speaks 
very frequently. ~o".::s n•Jt d.isclose .·1uch about self when with 
others. Joes not express feelin3s and emotion. 
HI~H 1)0~:INANT - LOW OP:SN 
3:(0bserving customer looking at stereo unit) . Good morning, is 
this the first time that you're seeing one of these units? 
C : yes , I 've ••• 
S: ~ell you've come to the ri1ht ~lace, we're pioneers in the 
area. :Jid you ]~now· thg, t ':;e be .; an carryirr .:s these before they were 
even advertised to the ;-cneral public? 
C: :·ro. ! c.i c:.:1.'t realize that. ~·n1.y is everyone maldng such a 
bi~ deal about the~? ;hat is supposed to be so tremendous? 
--------· 
·I'he unit is S: 2verything is tre::nendous about the 
available in both a ho :ne and portable model. · ?here are various 
;~1odules available in r:1.ifferent :nusic varieties. 7Todules are 
available for hard roe :•.:, soft rock, jazz, classical and country & 
,,;este~n. ~·:nat ty:'}e of :~u:..:ic r5.o you :9refer to listen to? 
C : u~ually Jizz • 
.S: You have "'",c0 7 1 ,"-:-it t=.ste. ~'i.nyway, once the r:1odule is hooked 
in, ~rou :, L ·r?lY :_Jro ~r:3. ~1 in the s on,;s that you ':.'ant by punchi n.g in 
3. f r~ ~ -1• .,_ f"' ""''. A :) - . . ,.-',, ::, I., - '-' '· · ~. r he unit has a capacity to store up to 500 son~s 
a t ,)ne ti: ::e • 
Eer~, :~~ ~h9se aar phone~ on ( S hands C a J et of earphones). 
I ,guess :rou kno '.' that this is the best way to 8Valuate the unit -
listen for yourself. I' ::1 ,; oin~ to punch in a scn3 that's everyones 
favorite. Listen to the clarity of the instrtt r.18nts. 
( after ?~ few minutes C ta ~rns the earphones off) 
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3: Ho\v do you like it? Isn't that the most superb-sound .in _?; 
~usic you've ever heard? 
C: It's good ( a somewhat negative inflection in voice) 
S: "2.very song sounds that good even years from now because 
there are no records to scratch or tapes to break. You :nay 
also subscribe to the update service which consists of a monthly 
listing of new sons releases for your .module along with their 
co ,~e nu mbers. :.:y last custo1iler tol ,:. :ne he was up until ; : 00 am 
just -:punchL~_:; and listenin3 to new releases when he 
received his first up date. 
C: How I:lttch C:oes -:he unit cost? 
""I ', • ,,., I or '"ClLlS;, Just )199.95 and we are offering 
an introductory special. ?or this 9rice you will receive one 
free module plus s ix Gonths subscription to the newsletter. I 
could ta}.:e your ord.er t:;day. 
C: I·want a little ti~e to think it aver. 
·_;: .'-~:.r job is to hel .0 :'/OU tl1in1-: it o~rer - are there an~,r add.i tional 
~ 
l.J : I~o, but '.·rill ~rou . oe to~orr:r :.r? 
6ay. I ~on't want you to the offer "Hhich 
is goo ~ only through to~orrow. r· want to to receive the best 
::ervice so be .sur-e to ::;,3t back t0 ::ie · before 5: 2a'.';  
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, : _:")n you '.1ave 3. charge account ·-,i th us? 
S: Here is an application form. If you' 11 complete it 11.ov.1, I can 
have it approved by tomorrow. All you need to do is to call and 
I'll have your unit delivered. 
(~hey shake hants anf camera fades out) 
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:.a•:; :Co:ninant - ~~i::;h 0-pen Communicator Style 
( type ;, ) 
Is rather subCTissive ·.vhen · . •1i th others. 
.nuch about self 
•:.ch~ ,'1 ·:d th others. :oes not ez:9ress fee:!.in3:s an '"' e:notion. 
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.~ \ .... · -. , .. - -"'\-,.. - . -
- ". :.._:_-~ ... ;-.r ~ -.... - · .... :,i,·: 
:3: (Observing customer looking at stereo unit) Good. morning. 
C: :}ood ,norning (waits for S to respond, S does not respond) 
A this the new stereo unit that can be programmed? 
:; : Yes, it is, have you seen it before? 
C: No, T h~van't bu~ I' t be interested in knowing more about it. 
:; ; I can certainl:r tell you that, I just bought one for myself. 
The _______ is a,rail20le in bot!-1 a ::10:-ne and . a r,ortable ::nodel. 
I t J9erates on a ;-,10(.ule that is :9ro -];ra 1mned for a particular music 
-cyi)e. ·.;hat tyJe of :T!UE:ic do you listen to? 
C: Jazz 
'.~: :ou hav~ ex~~llent tar:te ~ Jazz is rrry favo :~i te also. As a 
~atter of f~ct that' e ~ractically all I li s ten to. I was in a 
~1aally, ,-,3.s it ·'1 lnc2.J. bane.? 
'.1 : Ye;.:, ·,re ·.•ron "'!'\?..n:r :?.' ·.':ir r:1.0. I still c7.ream about "?layin.z with the 
:;r'Jup but I ha( to leavG 0 ·rhe:rt they ba -~an 'tr:tvelin 5 • I was still 
in s chool then and, although it was a d ifficult decision, I know 
th8. t I nee -::.ed to '.'1ak ~ny commi tt:nent to finishino; school. ~\nyway, 
once the ~odule is hooked in, you si~rly progra1 in the songs that 
you want b~ punching in a 6-digit co d e. ?he unit has a ca~acity 
t :J :--; tore U:? to 5 :)1) s :.)i11:s :1 t one tL i:e. 
C: Could I listen to it? 
: : Sure; it's the best ·.·:ay to eval1:1.ate the unit. ':'hat's what 
sol d ':le on it. :{-.,.,A, ,:)Ut the::oe earphones on (3 h3.n, :-:-s C a set 
of earphones) • I' ::n 3:oing t0 punch in :11y favorite song. Listen 
to the clarity of the instrunents, es,ecially the sax, that's 
·~vha t I usec , to play. 
(~fter a fa~ minutes C takes the ear phones off) 
3 : How do you like it? 
C: It sounds good. 
:"3: Yot1' 11 find that ever"J s on.g s ound.s t hat good even years fro J1 
now because there are no records to scratch or tapes to break. 
C: ,'.':hat about ne 1x son~s that ~re release d , ho·N ':✓ill I fine: . out 
.., : You :,1ay subs cribe to th e update :,8rvice. I1his consists of a 
~onthly li~tin ; of ne w 2on~ releases for your module along with 
their co d e nlEr1ber s . 
c : ::io. y ou sub:.:;criue to the ~ervice. 
S : Ye3, as c1 7iat-tc!' of f~ct last ?reek ·,.;hen I r ece ived CTy ne wsletter 
~ : The ~rice i: 171 . ?5 . Inclute d i~ that ~r ic e is one 7of ule 
. . 
V • 
. 
-· . ~f c au rsa, I a~ re~, it took ~e 
over . 
seve:.~a1 c':.ays to ··na:::e my C:.ecision 
t he unit. :._fter listeninz to 
':i:f f3.vori te ,j azr.:: rec Grr_'_in;s '.3. t }10n e 9.33.in, I kne·:.' I had to have it. 
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'::: .:..re there an y additional questions .1.. ca n ans wer for you? 
L : .o , but I'll ~ake a f ecision by t omorr ow, will y ou be h ere 
~= Onl y during the day.,.(I've got tic lrnts to a .jazz concert at ni .;ht. 
r. friend who I haven't seen for four years is coming in from out 
of to \·m, I •ve had these tickets for t vrn ·months. If you decide th ;?..t 
;•;henever 
the unit, just call and 
·vou wanD ,; u;; 
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I can arran~e to have it 6.elivered 
Low Dominant - Low Open Communicator Style 
(type 4) 
Does not co me on s tron g . Is rather sub missive i.vhen with others. 
Spea k s only when nece s sary. Does not di s close rnuch about self 
when with Qthers. Does not express feelin g s an d emotion. 
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S : (observing customer lookin g at stereo unit ). }ood morning. 
C: Good morning (waits for S to respond, S dbes not respond) 
Is this the _ · new stereo unit: that can be programmed. 
S: Yes, it is, have you seen it before? 
C: No, I haven't but I'd be interested in know more about it. 
S : Certainly, the is available in both a home and a 
------
portable model. It o:9erates on a module that is programmed for 
a particular music type. 
C: ~'!hat music varieties are available 
S : Hard roc k , soft roc k , jazz, classical and country & western. 
C: How does the module work? 
~= :.nee the module is hoot:ed. in, yo u can pro3;ram in the songs that 
you want by ~)unchin s in a 6- ( igi t code. 
C : H:ow many s on1s can the ____ _ s tore at one ti me. 
S : I t has~ ca pacity to s tore up to 500 s ongs at one to me. 
C: Coul l T li st en to it? 
.: : 3ur e, it's the best way tq · evaluate the unit - •,;.;hat type of 
music to you :9:;_~efer? 
r: : J azz 
(after s. fe· ;_, ,dnut ss C takes the eari )hone.s off ) 
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. 
· .. ';/ OU lL:e i t ? 
c : It soun ds goo d . 
0 : You'll find'that every song sounds that good eve~ years from 
now because there are no records to scratch or tapes to 1Jrea1c. 
C: 'Jhat about new son gs that are released, how ~ill I find out 
their pro3ram co~es? 
:::; : You ::1ay :subscribe t o the update s ervice. ":i'his consists of a 
monthly listing of ne w 2on~ releases for your module along with 
th.eir code nu!nbers. 
C: How much does the tE1i t cost? 
3 : The price is )199. 05. Ihcluq,ed ir.1-that · price is ,.Ji)ne module and 
six months subscri pti on to the ne wsletter. 
C: Ho~ s oon will y ou be ta kin~ or ders? 
T coul cl ta 1-:e • or d.sr 2 t o,lay. 
r:: -- '.'.'ant 2. li t tle ti :::ie to thin~ : it ')Ver. 
g_ny a5.dition2.l . . c1tiee -sio r1s 1.. can ans wer for you? 
C: Eo, but :'11 7ake a ~ci s i on by t onorr ow, ~ill ~ou be here then? 
C : -, ' .-t.l "et . . ' . . ' •·' _ 8 1n ~oucn ··1~n you ~nen , Ehoul t , c~l l first. 
( ~he y s ha ke han ds an tl ca7 era fa des out) 
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Appendix B 
Instructions and Response Questionnaire 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE MEASURE 
You have impressions of yourself as a communicator. Those 
impressions include your sense of the way you communicate. This 
measure focuses on your sensitivity to the way you communicate or 
what is called your communicator style. 
The questions are not designed to look at what is communicated; 
rather, they explore the way you communicate. 
Because there is no such thing as a "correct" style of 
communication, none of the following items have right or wrong 
answers. 
Some questions will be difficult to answer because you honestly 
do not know. For these questions, however, please try to 
determine which way you are leaning and answer in the appropriate 
direction. 
The following scale is used for each item: 
YES! = strong agreement with the statement 
yes = agreement with the statement 
? = neither agreement or disagreement with the statement 
no = disagreement _with the statement 
NO! = strong disagreement with t he statement 
For example, if you agree with the following statement, "I 
dislike the coldness of winter," then you would circle the "yes" 
as indicated: 
NO! no ? yes YES! 
Some of the items will be similarly stated. But each item has a 
slightly different orientation. Try to answer each question as 
though it were the only question being asked. 
Finally, answer each item as it relates to a general face-to-face 
communication situation ••• namely, the type of communicator you 
are most often. 
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2 
COMMUNICATOR STYLE 
My age is-,--.--.--· My major · is _ _,,,---=---=---=-----,---r----,:----
I aa M/F (circle one). I 1111 a: Fr So Jr Sr (circle one) 
1. I am comfortable with all varieties of people. 
NOi no ? yes YES! , 
2. I laugh easily. 
NOi · no ? yes YES! 
3. I readily axpres■ edmiration for others. 
NOi no ? yea YESI 
4. fill.ll I - say usually leaves an impression on people. 
NOi no ? ·yes YES! 
5. I leave people with an impression of myself which they 
definitely tend to remember. 
NOi no ? yes YES! 
6. To be friendly, I habitually acknowledge verbally other's 
contributions. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
7. I a11 a Hr£ good co1M1unicator. NOi no ? yes YES! 
8. I have some nervous mannerisms in my speech. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
9. I am a very relaxed communicator. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
10. When I disagree with somebody, I am very quick to challenge 
them. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
11. I can always repeat back to a person exactly what was meant. 
NOi no ? . yes YES! 
12. The sound on my voice is ~~U to recognize. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
13. I am a very precise communicator. 
NOi no ? yes YESI 
14. I leave a definfu impression on people. 
NOi . no ? yes YESI 
15. The rhythm or flow of my speech is sometimes affected by my 
nervousness. 
NOi no ? yea YES! 
16. Under pressure I come across as a relaxed speaker. 
NOi no ? yes YES! 
17. My eyes reflect e1ul!;;Uv what I am feeling when I 
con111unicate. , 
NOi no ? yes YES! 
18. I dramatize a lot. 
NOi no ? ye■ YES! 
19. I always find it very eaey to communicate on a one-to-one 
basis with stranger■• 
NOi no ? ye• YESI 
20. Usually, I deliberately react in such a way that people know 
that I am listening to them. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
21. Usually I do not tell people much about myself until I get 
to know them well. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
22. Regularly I tell jokes, anecdotes and stories when I 
communicate. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
23. I tend to constantly gesture when I collll!lunicate. 
NOi . no ? yea YES 
24. I am an extremely open co1111Dunicator. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
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25. I a■ vocally a loud -comaunicator. 
NOi no ? ya■ YES 
26. In a saall group ot strangers I a■ a very good co111111unicator. 
NOi no ? ya■ - YES 
27. In arguaent■ I in■i■t upon vary precise definitions. 
NOi no ? Y•• YES 
28. In ao■t social situations I generally speak very frequently. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
29. I tind it extreaely easy to fflaintain a conversation with a 
-■bar ot the opposite sex whom I haye just met. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
30. I like to be ■trictly accurate when I co-unicate. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
31. Because I have a loud voice I can easily break into a 
conversation. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
32. Qllin I physically and vocally act out what I want to 
co1111Unicate. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
33. I have an assertive voice. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
34. I readily reveal personal things about myself. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
35. I am dominant in social situations. 
NO! no ? yes YES 
36. I aa very argumentative . 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
37 . Once I get wound up in a heated diacussion, I have a hard 
ti- stopping •y•elt. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
38. I am always an extremely friendly communicator. 
NOi no 7 yes . YES 
39. I really liM to listen very carefully to pedple . 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
40. Very often I insist that other people document or present 
•o- kind of proof for what they are arguing. 
NOi no 7 ye■ YES 
41. I try to take charge of things when I am with people. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
42. It bothers me to drop an argument that is not resolved . 
NOi no ? yes YES 
CJ. In most social situations I tend to come on strong . 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
44. I am very expressive nonverbally in social situations. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
45. The way I say something usually leaves an impression on 
people. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
46. Whenever I cOIMlunicate, I tend to be very encouraging to 
people. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
47. I actively use ~ of facial . expressions when I 
co-unicata. 
NOi no ? yes YES 
.u. I !ICY fU!nltDth! verbally exaggerate to emphasize 11 point • 
NOi no ? yes YES 
49. I aa an extremely attentlv1 communicator. 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
50. As a rule, I openly express 111y feelings and emotions . 
NOi no 7 yes YES 
Out of a randoa group of ■ ix people, including myself, I would 
probably have a better co111aunicator style than (circle one 
choice): 
5 4 3 2 1 
ot the■ of the• of the11 of the11 of the• 
4 
.. 
PLEASE STOP HERE! YOU WILL BE SHOWN A VIDEOTAPE BEFORE 
PROCEEDING 
49 
s · 
You have just been shown a tape depicting an interaction between 
a salespersop and a customer. In what follows, we are trying to 
obtain your true reactions to what you have just seen. Please 
read each statement carefully before checking . the category that 
best describes your reactions. 
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PLEASE PLACE A CHECKMARK ( ) ON EACH OF THE SCALES BELOW AT THAT PLACE 
WHICH BEST REFLECTS YOUR REACTIONS IN GENERAL. 
1. Salespeople are basically deceptive1 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
, 
2. Sale■people are usually helpful: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
J. I always shop for the lowest price product available: 
---- ----- __ ....... ____ 1 _______ ----- ----------- __ --,,.........,... STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
4. · When purchasing high ticket iteas, I usually value a salesperson's opinion 
1 ______ .,, ... ,..., ........ ~.., ------ ---- ...... 
STRONGLY MODERATELY'-=S~L~I~G~H=T~L~Y NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE. 
5. I like a salesperson who tells aa a lot about a product even if I don't 
ask for the information. 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
6. I like a salesperson who engages in general conversation: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
7. This product at this price is a bargain: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
8. This s~lesperson tended to monopolize the conversation: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY IIEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
9. The salesperson was animated: 
I : 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
10. This salesperson was honest: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
11. This product represents a true innovation for the music industry: 
---- ,,,,_.,........,..  , :-=~==-:e :e==,,.,,..--- -------- ------STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
_1_2_._M_a_nr people wi!l want t~ buy this product1 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE _S_L_I_G..,H_T_L_Y MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
13. This salesperson was an effectiye communicator: 
---- :,==== -----'------ --=-------STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
14. Salespeople are basically helpful: 
, ___  
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY ~M~o--D--E--RA ....... T-- ~L-Y STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
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15. Th• liklihood that the customer in the tape bought the product 1s: 
. 
VERY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER LIKELY SLIGHTLY _M_O_D~E~RA~T=E~LY~ ~S~T~R~O~N~G~L~Y-
LIKELY LIKELY LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY UNLIKELY UNLIKELY UNLIKELY 
16. The interaction between the salesperson and the customer in the tape 
was .very friendly. 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
17, The interaction between the salesperson and the customer was very strained 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
18. The interaction between the salesperson and the customer in the fape 
va■ very relaxed: 
I 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY ~N~EI~T~H~E~R-,.A~G~R~E~E ~S~LI G H T~L~Y MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE KOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
19, The selesperson tended to monopolize the conversation: 
, 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
20. once this product is introduced in stores I will probnbly purchase -one: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY.STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
21. This product is especially approP,riate for college students: 
. . . . . . 
=---------·----·-------·----· -----· -----STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRO!IGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
22. This salesperson was nervous: . 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
23. The salesperson is usually the type that I llke to do busJn~~s with: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGIITLY NEITHER !\GREE 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE 
24. The salesperson was relaxed: 
SLIGIITLY HODER~ELY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE 
S1'ROIIGLll 
DISAGREE 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODEMTELY S1'ROIIGLY 
AGREE AGREE ·AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
25. The likelihood that I would have bought this product from this 
salesperson is: 
VERY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY HEITHER HIGH SLIGHTLY MODERATELY 
HIGH HIGH HIGH NOR LOW LOW LOW 
26. The salesperson in the tape was direct in answering the 
customer's questions • 
. 
VERY 
LOW 
=----- ·====~ -----STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY ~M=E~IT=H~E~R,.....,,A~G~R~E~E SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
27. This salesperson was competent: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERJ\TELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
28. The ■alesperson was dramatic: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRO!IGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
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--- - --~- -------- ~-- ....,-,~,"";i "..,"",'. ----=,.,_=,,-.__,-..,..,,..,,..~-
1:J, 
29. This salesperson was intelligent· 
. . . . 
STRONGLY.MODERATELY.SLIGHTLY.NEITHER AGREE--S~L=I~G=H=T~L=Y MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
30. The salesperson in the tape left me with a positive ir - ~ss~on : 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY:MODERATELY:STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
31. once this product is in stores I ... t-11 probably purchase onE!: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
32. The salesperson was r , ~cise : 
. . . 
STRONGLY. MODERATELY.SLIGHTLY
0
NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY' MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE ;DISAGREE 
33. This salesperson was fr' •Rdly : 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISA~EE 
34. The customer in the .. pe was interested in what the salesperson had to say: 
STRONGLY MODERATELYSLIGii'rLY NEI'.i'HER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE , AGRp! 
-- 35. The salesperson was open : 
. . . 
STRONGLY
0
MODltRATELY.SLIGHTLY.NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE- AGREE AGREE NOR- DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
36 . The salesperson was Jntentious: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
37 . . The salesperson in the tape wa' · .. pproachable : 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY MRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
- · 38. 'J" • sal _esperson in the tape was · dominant: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGRE& SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
39 . T~ -salesperson in the tape was i mpression leaving : 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DIS AGREE DISAGREE D~SAGREE DISAGREE 
40. The salespr .Jn in the tape was attentive : 
. . . . . 
~S:T:R~O~N~G~L~Y
0
HODERATELY.SLIGHTLY
0
NEITHER AGREE
0
SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE . NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
41 . I like wher oalesperson takes a personal interest in me: 
STRONGLY: MODERATELY: SLIGHTLY: NEITHER AGREE:SLIGHTLY:MODERATELY: STRONGLY 
AGREE AGREE AGREE NOR DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE 
42 . I prefer r co have a salesperson help me i n evalua t ing a product: 
STRONGLY MODERATELY SLIGHTLY NEITHER AGREE SLIGHTLY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
DISAGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE 
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